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As a cable veteran of over twenty years, Jeff has recently ventured into the alliance and
partnership aspect of Charter’s Connectivity team managing the relationship between Charter &
Comcast. Having previously been responsible for the growth and optimization of Charter’s Out
of Home WiFi network, Jeff has spent the better part of the last ten years developing the out of
home WiFi network and mobile products offered by Charter and previously Time Warner Cable.
Prior to joining Time Warner Cable, Jeff spent time representing multiple in-language video
content providers via the International Media Distribution Company at NBCUniversal and prior to
that, held positions in Ethnic Marketing and Diversity Events Coordination for Adelphia
Communications.
Jeff holds a Master’s degree in Business Administration from the California State University of
Long Beach and is a graduate of the University of California at Santa Barbara with a Bachelor’s
degree in Communications.
Currently a WICT Network Rocky Mountain Chapter Board member and WICT Speaks Rocky
Mountain Co-Chair, Jeff focuses his volunteer efforts towards empowering communication and
awareness. Jeff also works for the Castle Rock Adventist Hospital in Castle Rock Colorado as
a facilitator and coach in the Labor & Delivery department teaching a class entitled “Boot Camp
for New Dads.” There he focuses on empowering first time fathers to be more aware of their
opportunity to be supportive and involved in the infant stages of their child’s life.
Crucial in the lead-up to Jeff’s participation in groups empowering and recognizing women were
the many positive influences throughout his personal and professional life. From his wife Emily
Feliton, mother Joanne Hartman, stepmother Mary Feliton as well as various supervisors
throughout his career including Grace Paeck, Janice Arouh, Ida Tagliente, Diane Blanco, Sandy
Becker, and Shelly Kurtz, Jeff has found working for these leaders an honor and an inspiration
to empowering more women in leadership and Corporate environments.
A proud father of two, Jeff spends the majority of his personal time focusing on the health and
development of his son and daughter as well as continuing to enjoy his passion in the creation
and playing of music.

